
Appendix A  

Maths Vocabulary for the New National Curriculum  

This document sets out Key Stage 1 (KS1) and Key Stage 2 (KS2) maths vocabulary under the new National Curriculum as  

well as vocabulary for EYFS. The tables can be used to check pupils’ understanding of new vocabulary introduced in years 1- 

6. The lists are intended as a guide as to what pupils should know, and are not exhaustive. Of course, key terms may be  

introduced earlier as a challenge for our learners, although it is also important to ensure that learning is ‘new’ and carries an  

‘element of surprise’. It is expected that key vocabulary is displayed on ‘Maths Learning Walls’ at appropriate times during  

the academic year and in line with the current topic area being taught within the class and is promoted through  

mathematical talk in lessons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



New maths vocabulary for EYFS 

Number and 
Place  Value 

Addition and   
Subtraction 

Multiplication 
and  Division 

Measure  Geometry   
(position and   

direction) 

Geometry   
(Properties 
of  shape) 

Fractions  General/proble
m  solving. 

Number  

One, two, three to  
twenty and 
beyond.  

None  

Count   
on/up/to/from/do

wn Before, after  

More, less, 
many,  few, 
fewer, fewest,  
smaller, smallest  

Equal to, the 
same  as  

Odd, even  

Digit  

Numeral  

Compare  

Order  

Size  
Between 

Number line  

Add, more, 
plus,  make, 
sum,   
total, 

altogether 

Double  

Half , halve  

Equals, is the   
same 
(including  
equals sign)  

How many 
more  to 
make…? How  
many more is,,, 
then,,,? How   
much more   
is…?  

Subtract, 
take  away, 
minus. 

Odd, even  

Double, halve  

Share, share 

equally Group in 

pairs  

Equal groups of  

 

Full, half , empty  

Holds  

Container  

Weigh, weighs,   
balance  

Heavy, heavier,   
heaviest, light,   
lighter, lightest  

Scales  

Time  

Days of  the 
week:  Monday, 
Tuesday  etc.  

Seasons: Spring,  
Summer, 
Autumn,  Winter  

Days, week, 
month,  year, 
weekend  

Birthday, holiday  

Morning, 
af ternoon,  
evening, night  

Bedtime,  

Over, under,   
underneath,   
above, below, 
top,  bottom, side  

On, in, 
outside,  
inside  

In f ront, behind  

Front, back  

Before, after  

Beside, next to  

Middle  

Up, down,   
forwards,   
backwards.   
Sideways  

Close, far  

Through  

Towards, 
away  f rom  

Side, roll, turn 

Sort  

Cube, 
cuboid,  
pyramid,   
sphere, cone,   
cylinder, 
circle,  
triangle, 
square  
semi circle 
rectangle 
pentagon 
 

Shape  

Flat, curved,   
straight, round  
Solid  
Corner  

Face, side  

Make, build,   
draw 

Whole  

Equal  

One half  

Listen, join in  

Say, think, 
imagine,  
remember  

Start f rom  

Look at, point to  

Put  

What comes next?  

Find, use, 
make,  build  

Tell me, describe,  
pick out, talk 
about,  explain, 
show me  

Read, write  

Cost  

Count, work out  

Number line,   
number track,   
number square,   
number cards 

 

 



   dinnertime,   
playtime  

Today, 
yesterday,  
tomorrow  

Before, after, 
next,  last  

Quickest, 
fastest,  slowest  

Clock  

Once  

First, second, 

third Estimate  

Too many, too 

few Length, 

height  

Longer, longest,   
shorter, 
shortest,  taller, 
tallest,   
higher, highest  

Money, coin,   
penny, pence,   
pound, price, 
cost,  buy, sell, 
spend,   

spent, pay, change  

How much? 
How  many?  

Total 

   Counters, 
cubes,  blocks, 
die, dice,  
dominoes, 
pegs,  peg 
board  

Same way, 
dif ferent  way  

In order, in a   
dif ferent order 

 

 



New maths vocabulary for year 1 

Number and 
Place  Value 

Addition and   
Subtraction 

Multiplication 
and  Division 

Measure  Geometry   
(position and   

direction) 

Geometry   
(Properties 
of  shape) 

Fractions  General/proble
m  solving. 

Greater, lesser  

Pair  

Units, ones, tens  

Ten more/less  

Figure (s)  

In order/ A 
dif ferent  order  

Above, below 

Number 

bonds 

Inverse  

Near doubles  

Dif ference  
between  

How many   
fewer   
is…than…?   
How much 
less  is…? 

Once, twice, three   
times. Five times.  

Count in tens   
(forwards from/   
backwards from)  

How many times?  

Lots of, groups of  

Multiple of, times,  
multiply, multiply 

by Repeated 

addition  

Array, row, column  

Group in twos, 
threes,  etc  

Divided by, left, 
lef t  over 

Midnight  

Now, soon, 
early,  late  

Quick, quicker,   
quickly, fast, 
slow,  slower  

Old, older, oldest,  
new, newer, 
newest  

Takes longer, 
takes  less time  

Hour, o’clock, 
half   past  

Watch, hands  

How long ago?   
How long will it be  
to…? How long 
will  it take to…? 
How  of ten?  

Always, never,   
of ten, 
sometimes,  
usually  

Once, Twice…  

First, second, 
third,  etc 

Position  

Around  

Opposite  

Apart  

Between, 
edge,  centre  

Corner  

Direction  

Journey  

Lef t, right  

Across  

Near  

Along  

To, f rom  

Movement  

Whole turn, 
half   turn  

Stretch, bend 

Group  

Hollow  

Point, pointed  

Edge  

Equal parts,   
four equal   
parts  

Two halves  

A quarter, 
two  
quarters 

Place, f it  

Arrange, rearrange  

Change, 
change  over  

Split, separate  

Carry on, 
continue,  repeat  

Choose, collect  

Record, trace,   
copy, complete,   
f inish, end  

Fill in, shade,   
colour, cross, 
draw,  draw a line   
between, join 
(up),  arrow  

Answer, check,   
same number(s),  
dif ferent 
number(s),  
missing number(s)  

Number facts  

Abacus, rods  

Best way, 
another  way 

 

 



   Close to, about 
the  same as, just 
over,  just under  

Enough, not   
enough  

Width, depth  

Long, short, tall,   
high  

Low, wide, 
narrow,  deep, 
shallow,   
thick, thin  

Far, near, close  

Metre, ruler, 
metre  stick  

Costs more, 
costs  less, 
dear(er),   
cheaper, costs 
the  same as 

   Not all, every, each 

 





 



 


